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Summary 
Douglas Promenade Refurbishment commenced in September 2018 and has had a dramatic 
impact on many of the businesses on or adjacent to the Promenade. Following political and 
public comments regarding the impact of the works the Department prepared a Project 
Charter setting out the key principles of how the scheme would be delivered. 

The seven key principles are: 

1. Ensure the health and safety of its workers, its contractors and the public. The 
Department will work to high standards of health and safety and will provide proper 
welfare facilities for workers. The Department will target a zero accident standard for 
all our sites. 

2. Plan and execute all works to ensure the minimum of disruption to others. The 
Department will consider innovative working practices and techniques. The 
Department will plan works to the shortest possible duration. 

3. Consider the needs of pedestrians and vulnerable users and maintain adequate 
facilities for all. Safe pedestrian access will be maintained to all properties at all 
times. 

4. Reduce or mitigate noise and nuisance to the local community through good 
planning and site practices. Site management will adhere to the latest standards and 
best practice guidance. 

5. Minimise disruption to the public by utilising appropriate traffic management systems 
and where necessary diversions will be kept to the shortest available route. 

6. Communicate regularly and in a timely manner with all businesses and residents. The 
Department will be proactive in its approach and utilise various communication 
channels to ensure all stakeholders receive the appropriate communication to suit 
their needs. 

7. Respond promptly to public complaints and comments and aim to make any 
necessary changes within 24 hours. 

The Charter was supported by a document which outlined the specific ways in which the 
principles would be applied and is monitored for compliance by the project team. 

During the recent Covid-19 crisis in March and April 2020, the Department took the 
opportunity to review the impact of the Promenade Project on the local businesses affected 
by the work. The Department aimed to reduce the construction time with a desired target of 
completion by 31 March 2021, however, in order to achieve this many of the constraints 
present prior to Covid 19 were removed. Appended to the document are the Charter 
appendices pre and post Covid. 

This Business Impact Assessment is a live document and will be constantly reviewed and 
updated as the scheme progresses to address new issues as they arise. 

 Describe the Project 
The Douglas Promenade Refurbishment scheme is primarily designed to replace the failed 
highway construction throughout the entire 2.6km length of Promenade. This includes the 
full reconstruction of both the trafficked highway and adjacent pedestrian footways. The 
highway currently incorporates twin rail tracks used for a seasonal heritage horse tram; 
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these rails will also be replaced as part of the scheme. The highway construction will have a 
minimum design life of 40 years. As well as replacing the highway, all associated highway 
drainage is being reconstructed or refurbished. The Promenade also acts as a corridor for 
utility providers and any aging or dilapidated utility infrastructure is being replaced as part of 
the works. 
 
The works are being undertaken using traditional heavy plant and machinery to excavate 
and place the new material. All suitable excavated material is removed from site to be 
crushed, graded, and returned to site as part of the material to reconstruct the highway. 
 
No individual element of work is any more critical than another, however, the sequencing of 
the individual operations dictate the programming sequence; for example, the new utilities 
being provided (water main, gas main, high volt electric cables etc.) all need to be installed 
and operational prior to their existing counterpart service being decommissioned. The 
restricted space available to achieve this dictates not only the sequence of work, but also 
the size, shape and location of working areas. As the service (and highway drainage) 
installation needs to precede the highway construction, this also acts as a limiting factor for 
the extent and areas of reconstruction work. 
 
As the impact of the global pandemic COVID-19 had a devastating impact upon all elements 
of life, including the construction industry and the tourist sector the delivery of the project 
was seen as important to complete ahead of the 2021 tourist season. In light of this, the 
Department has instructed that the Promenade scheme should now be completed at the 
earliest opportunity to allow affected businesses along the Promenade the best opportunity 
to benefit from an undisrupted summer season in 2021. To facilitate this acceleration, the 
Department has reduced the outstanding scope of the work in the short-term, with any 
revised elements left in a position that they can be addressed in the future. The elements of 
work omitted from the current scope to enable the earlier completion are outlined below; 
 

1. The tram corridor will be curtailed at Broadway. The tram corridor from the War 
Memorial to the Sea Terminal will be landscaped to provide an aesthetically pleasing 
enhancement to the Promenade. The remainder of the rail track could be built at 
some future point. 

2. The roundel construction at Broadway and Church Road will be constructed to a 
lesser quality finish than proposed due to the time involved in constructing the 
proposed granite paving solution. The roundels will be constructed to highways 
standard in traditional asphalt layered construction and surface applied finish to 
replicate the current design. The granite-paved roundels may be constructed at a 
suitable time in the future. 

3. The Department of Infrastructure will utilise its own workforce to undertake the 
construction of Regent Street and the pedestrian crossings on Loch Promenade to 
assist the contractor. 

4. Parking build outs on Loch Promenade will also be removed to speed up construction 
and make it easier to pave the road surface. The depth of the parking bay 
construction and highway construction will also be regularised to speed construction 
although there will be a slight increase in material costs. 

5. The side streets on Loch Promenade to Strand Street (Howard Street, Granville 
Street and Senna Slip) will be omitted from the scope of works to be completed in 
the future. The surface will be finished level to tie in with Strand Street but will be 
completed in a traditional asphalt material and not the planned paving. 
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Despite these omissions from the scope of works the Department remains committed to the 
objectives set out to provide an enhanced Promenade that is recognised as a gateway to the 
Island with improved traffic flow and access to all. The cultural area will be retained to 
deliver a focal point for the Promenade improvements. 
 
The Department continues to work with the contractor in developing the programme and 
there is a partnership approach to delivery of the remaining elements of the project.  

Environmental Impact 
Work recommenced on the Douglas Promenade Refurbishment on Monday 4th May 2020. 
The table below highlights how the changed constraints have affected the Promenade and 
what mitigation has been put in place. 
 
Issue Impact Mitigation 
One way traffic from June 
2020 to September 2020 

Loss of passing trade, longer 
delivery routes, loss of bus 
routes, disabled access, loss 
of taxi ranks 

Return lane installed on Loch 
Promenade walkway. 
Disabled parking on 
walkway, additional loading 
bays  

Road closures  Access restrictions, disabled 
access, loss of taxi ranks 

Return lane installed on Loch 
Promenade walkway. Church 
Road Marina to open for 
Christmas period. 

Larger working areas Loss of parking Provision of parking at 
Summerland and Strathallan. 
Christmas parking reinstated 
from 26 November. Parking 
on Loch Promenade from 
Victoria Street to Howard 
Street both sides from 26 
November and landside 
parking to Senna Slip. 

Noise Nuisance to property 
residents 

Restriction on noisy working 
before 9am lifted to expedite 
programme. 

Parking Loss of residents parking Provision of parking permits 
for local car park facilities 

 

Consult with the Impacted Businesses 
There are diverse range of businesses on the Promenade including large hotels, 
guesthouses, food and drink outlets, newsagents, restaurants and bars. Liaison with all 
these individual businesses continues and all report downturn in both revenue and loss of 
potential future custom due to the impact of the ongoing highway work. A comprehensive 
list of the businesses is provided in Appendix A of this report. Key issues highlighted and 
mitigation measures are shown in the table below. 
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Issue Impact Mitigation 
Access  Loss of parking and site 

restrictions for deliveries 
Dedicated loading areas 
provided 

Access Restricted access for 
property maintenance 

Agree timetable of access 
with contractor and property 
owner 

Access Loss of bookings due to 
difficulty accessing hotels 

Clearly signed diversion 
routes implemented 

Parking Lower footfall Provison of additional 
parking spaces. Free parking 
provisions 

 
Consultation will continue whilst the project is ongoing and as the programme is reviewed 
the businesses and residents will be informed of any changes to the programme. 

Consult with the Department of Enterprise 
There are currently over 70 businesses of various sizes situated on the Promenade. The 
three main sectors involved are tourism, retail, and catering/hospitality. Businesses impacted 
by passing footfall like retail and restaurants seem to have initially felt the biggest impact 
due to difficulties in access for both pedestrians and parking, and a general reduction in 
footfall across the Promenade.  
 
Some businesses stated they been impacted by a c.70% loss in turnover prior to COVID-19, 
while some businesses that are appointment-based (e.g. hairdressers) have not seen any 
significant drop in numbers to date. The impact of the refurbishment project on the hotel 
industry is more complex due to their pre-booked nature – indeed, the impact may not be 
truly understood until the following year’s tourist season and beyond. This sentiment has 
been reinforced in interviews with hoteliers. 
 
It is estimated that the retail and catering businesses provide a direct exchequer benefit 
(from wages) of c. £500k per annum and anticipated growth after the refurbishment project 
has been completed means that these businesses hopefully will grow and employ more in 
the future, therefore providing future benefit to the exchequer and the community as a 
whole. 
 
From DfE officer interviews with businesses it is apparent that there has already been 
continued economic impact as some business owners have stopped taking salaries or any 
payments out of their businesses and have reduced staff numbers. From the interviews 
carried out, it is believed that there has been a reduction of around 40-50 jobs across those 
businesses impacted by the Promenade Refurbishment Project. It would be usual to see a 
seasonal increase in employment in tourist-based businesses, however, this has not 
happened. 
 
This impact – through reduced spending on the Promenade and through reduced jobs, is 
likely to be masked as customers find alternative retailing venues and staff find alternative 
employment due to the strong labour market. This is clearly not sustainable to some of the 
individual businesses and this impact is likely to be far more pronounced as it travels to the 
hospitality sector when customers may well choose not to come to the Isle of Man having 
read poor reviews on the works, rather than simply select another provider in an alternative 
Island location. 
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Consequently given a range of increasing business concerns around the impact being seen, 
and the real and potential delays on the refurbishment project, DfE constructed an initial, 
temporary scheme in May 2019 to try and provide some temporary assistance to those 
businesses affected until TT. 
 
It is also important to say that the current COVID-19 situation adds to this situation on top 
of the Promenade Refurbishment works for many businesses. Businesses that were 
previously impacted by the refurbishment scheme have since had to close due to the 
lockdown period.  
 
Due to the proposed length of the original scheme (2 years) and the remaining works 
required to completion the Department for Enterprise has been involved in providing advice 
and financial support for businesses affected by the works. This requirement has now been 
exacerbated by the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the restrictions placed by 
Government on the whole of the Isle of Man. 
  
Specifically the DfE has offered several support schemes directly to those local businesses 
impacted along the Promenade. Three support packages have been established for those 
businesses directly affected; these are extra to existing schemes already available for other 
eligible businesses to apply for, island wide. The support packages are as follows: 
 
• £6000 grant for business (demonstrating a 20% financial down-turn over a 12 month   

period) 
• £2000 advertising assistance administered by local consultancy ‘Bold’ (this assistance 

has now ceased) 
• £50,000 interest free loan 
 
Further details can be found on the DfE website. 
The current schemes for all businesses are available by following the link 
https://www.iomdfenterprise.im/financial-support/ 
 

Consult with Trade Bodies/ Chamber of Commerce 
Prior to the scheme starting and throughout the construction to date, the Department has 
communicated with the Chamber of Commerce and kept it fully informed about the 
proposals, allowing this information to be passed onto its Client network. Numerous 
presentations have also been made to representatives and members of the Chamber of 
Commerce as a means of disseminating information. 

Consult with Local Authorities 
As part of the discussions and communications brokered through the DOI and the DfE, 
business owners were informed about their standing in relation to business rates and 
possible discounts available due to the ongoing work. Contact details have been provided to 
any business wishing to pursue this route of financial assistance through the local authority, 
Douglas Borough Council (DBC). 

DBC have been involved with the scheme since its inception, as the street lighting authority 
and initially as the horse tram operator. Despite the transfer of the horse trams to the 
Department of Infrastructure, DBC have continued to be represented at officer meetings, 
design team meetings and site meetings. DBC have been involved throughout the 
construction phase to ensure street lighting is maintained during the works and to erect the 

https://www.iomdfenterprise.im/financial-support/
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new lighting. DBC are also involved with the design of landscaping and lighting for the 
cultural area.  

As well as the officer led meetings there are also routine meetings between the Minister and 
leading councillors. The Department has presented various aspects of the scheme to DBC 
Committees throughout the development of the scheme and ensured their involvement and 
support for the project throughout. 

Mitigation Measures 
Throughout the scheme, the Department has provided mitigation measures where 
businesses have been affected by the work and will continue to do so until completion. 
Mitigation measures to date include the following: 

• Public service vehicles have been accommodated throughout the work allowing the 
maximum access to businesses for the general public. 

• A free shuttle bus was introduced for a period, again with the anticipation that this 
would encourage the public to continue to visit businesses along the Promenade. 

• Dedicated parking areas / laybys have been created at strategic locations to allow 
coach operations for hotels and daily delivery / maintenance service requirements. 

• On-street public parking has been maintained wherever working areas dictated 
feasible. Where on-street parking was disrupted, alternate parking areas were 
created to compensate for the number of parking spaces disrupted (Loch Promenade 
walkway, Summerland, King Edward Road walkway). 

• Various and comprehensive forms of communication channels were established to 
ensure all members of the public received regular and important information about 
the scheme. This initially included a dedicated Public Relations Officer, which was 
further expanded by utilising Government’s Central Communications team. A 
Business Liaison Officer who deals solely with individual businesses on a daily face-
to-face basis, as well as though social media applications; a dedicated website that 
not only updates the public on progress, but also provides useful and interesting 
associated data, assisting the businesses with publicity; the use of all other media 
outlets, including a full range of social media. 

• Dedicated pedestrian signage is installed to assist the public with the changing 
requirements of the traffic management system and working areas, this assists 
businesses by directing their customers to their premises without undue delay. 

• A public office at the Sea Terminal Building operating between 9.00am and 4.00pm, 
is manned by team members to assist with any query on a face-to-face basis. 

• Financial packages have been offered to businesses as detailed earlier in the report. 
• Advertising assistance has been provided through a local consultancy. This has also 

included full local newspaper wraps and a Christmas campaigns on local radio. 
 

Sign Off 
 

Lead Assessor………………………………………… 

Approval………………………………………………… 
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Appendix A 
 

BUSINESS IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
Douglas Promenade Refurbishment 

 

 

Project Description 

The Douglas Promenade Refurbishment scheme is to replace the failed highway construction throughout the entire 2.6km length of 
Promenade. This includes the full reconstruction of both the trafficked highway and adjacent pedestrian footways and replacement of the rail 
tracks used for a seasonal heritage horse tram. 

Completing the Table 

• Business: Specify what kind of business it is, e.g. Pub, Hotel, Restaurant, Clothing Store etc. 
• Sector: Identify the industry sector the business belongs. 
• Type of Trade: Select from drop down list the type of trade that most attributable to the business. 
• Likely Impact on Trade/Operations: Identify the possible impacts on the business e.g. restricted building access, reduced passing 

traffic/footfall, emergency services/assembly point -  longer response times, TT & FoM considerations, business reputation, parking 
spaces. 

• Impact Rating: Specify whether it is low, medium or high. 
• Timing of Impact: Identify whether the impacts are likely to affect the business immediately or in the future. 
• Mitigation Measures: Discuss mitigation measures that will be put in place in order to minimise disruption to local businesses and 

their functions/services provided. Examples include; Maintaining open access, effective communication, signage, directing/diverting 
traffic, additional parking. 
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Benefits 

• Improved access to the Promenade and better pedestrian flow from the walkway to the landside.  
• Visual  appearance of Douglas Promenade will be greatly improved, elderly visitors especially will have easy access to hotels and local 

facilities. 
• Increased dwell time in the Cultural Area. 
• Safety of both pedestrian and vehicular traffic will be increased with the new road and pavement surfaces and improved lighting. 
• Promenade transition at peak times of less than 10 minutes. 
• Aesthetically complimentary links into Strand Street via Regent Street, Howard Street, Granville Street and across Church Road Marina. 
• Slow speed environment to encourage pedestrian movements and safety. 
• Provision for electric vehicle charging points. 
• Promoters, tour operators and local business event organisers will have improved loading, and drop off facilities. 
• New construction will lead to a cleaner and quieter environment. 
• Physical Health, the greatly improved design of the Promenade will encourage more people to walk and visit the local businesses.  
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Business Sector Type of Trade 
Likely Impact on 

Trade/Operations/Business 
Concerns 

Impact 
Rating 

(L/M/H) 
Timing of Impact  

(Immediate/Future) Mitigation Measures 

Bon Fabrics Shop Passing 
Trade 

Reduced footfall. M Immediate Public access to Howard 
Street maintained at all 
times. 

Boathouse Shop Passing 
Trade 

Reduced footfall.  Without next 
season, there is no need to stay 
in business. Speedy completion 
is a must. 

M Immediate and 
Future 

Pedestrian access 
maintained at all times. 

Christopher’s Dry 
Cleaning 

Shop Passing 
Trade 

Reduced footfall.  Very positive 
response for DOI in making the 
Prom 1 way.   Concerned 
however customers will not be 
able to drop off outside shop .  

H Immediate Provided access for 
customer to drop-off. 

Edward Bryan Removals Freight Business to 
Business 

Reduced footfall.  Early 
completion and a return to 
normal is a positive step 
forward.    

M Immediate Finch Road one way 
reversal to maintain 
access. 

Heron & Brearley (SPAR) Pub/Rest Passing 
Trade 

Reduced footfall. M Immediate Provided access for 
customer to drop-off. 

In Gear Car Sales Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall. Keen for early 
completion. 

M Immediate Access to Castlemona 
Drive maintained 
throughout works. 
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Peggy's Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. No direct 
change to business impact. 

M Immediate Maintain pedestrian 
access in the evenings. 

Promenade Shirts Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M Immediate and 
Future 

Assistance from 
Government for rental of 
a pop up shop in 
Douglas 6 weeks 

The Worx Hair Studio Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M Immediate 
 
 

 

Tower House Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall.  Would like to 
see crossing points maintained. 
No change reported. 

M Immediate Crossing points 
maintained in line with 
Project Charter. 

TT Shirts Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall.  Will restrict 
access for delivery’s and 
collections. 

M Immediate Parking provided and 
increased when 
practical. 

Utopia Hair Salon Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M Immediate  

Vanity Fur Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M Immediate  

Joe Jennings Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall. L Immediate  
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Castle Mona St 
Newsagents 

Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall. Happy to accept 
plans to accelerate work. 

L Immediate Castlemona Drive access 
maintained. 

Sweeny Todd Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall. Completion the 
sooner the better.  No change to 
current situation. 

L Immediate  

Spar Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall. L Immediate 
 

 

The Clean Machine Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall. L Immediate  

1 Dental Clinic Shop Passing Trade Reduced footfall. Access to side 
roads imperative. 

L   Side street access 
maintained in line with 
contract provisions. 

Alpine Café Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M  Side street access 
maintained in line with 
contract provisions. 

Studio 1 Hair Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M   

Bordellos Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. Crossing points 
and free parking would help 
businesses. 

M Immediate Crossing points 
maintained in line with 
Project Charter. Free 
parking provided for 
limited periods. 
Christmas parking on 
walkway. 
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Café Villa Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall.  Cannot get 
any worse. Most clientel during 
the summer are visitors.  
Strongly requests the Tram 
finishes at the war memorial. 
This for visitors is a key area for 
taking the tram to the railway. 

M Immediate and 
Future 

Crossing points 
maintained in line with 
Project  Charter. 
Pedestrian access 
maintained at all times. 

Jaks Bar Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall.  Anything that 
brings this to a conclusion 
sooner is a positive step.  
Imperative we keep crossing 
points open and side streets for 
deliveries. 

M Immediate Crossing points 
maintained in line with 
Project Charter.  Side 
street access maintained 
in line with contract 
provisions. 

Kurries & Steaks Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. Business  
struggling more so due to 
COVID more so than Prom 
works. Early completion would 
be good. 

M Immediate Pedestrian access 
maintained at all times. 

L'Experience Restaurant Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall.  Keen for the 
work to be completed outlined 
in our proposal. Maintain a drop- 
off point for delivery vehicles 
close to business. 

M  Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop off. 

Majestic Chinese 
Restaurant 

Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M   

Mammas Kitchen Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M   
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Marmaris Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M   

MoJo's Chip Shop Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall.  Complete as 
soon as possible the business 
will not survive another year like 
last.  Completion outside 
Castlemona shops needs to be 
completed ASAP as for too long 
had disruption. 

M Immediate and 
Future 

Parking provided and 
increased when 
practical.  Provided 
access for 
customer/deliveries. 

Neos Place Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M   

Papperazzi Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall.  Business 
relies on delivery’s and 
collections in evenings. 

M Immediate Introduced return lane 
with loading bays. 

Nexus Bar Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M Immediate Pedestrian access 
maintained at all times. 

Quids Inn Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall.  Prom parking 
and crossings points. 

M Immediate Crossing points 
maintained in line with 
Project harter. Free 
parking provided for 
limited periods. 
Christmas parking on 
walkway.  Side street 
access maintained in line 
with contract provisions. 
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Taj Mahal Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall.  Access to 
business for delivery’s to be 
maintained. 

M Immediate Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off. 

Taste of Bengal Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M   

Windsor Coffee Co Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall.  Must allow 
delivery vehicles in and out.  
Press on as quickly as possible. 

M Immediate Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off. 

1866 Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall.  Should not 
affect them providing walkway 
parking is maintained and 
crossing points. 

M Should not affect 
them providing 
walkway parking 
is maintained and 
crossing points 

Crossing points 
maintained in line with 
Project Charter. Free 
parking provided for 
limited periods. 
Christmas parking on 
walkway.  Side street 
access maintained in line 
with contract provisions. 

Pizza Hut Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M   

La Piazza Pub/Rest Passing Trade Reduced footfall. M   

Admiral House Hotel Business to 
Business 

No affect. Pedestrian access 
along Regent Street required. 

L  Side street access 
maintained in line with 
contract provisions. 
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Ascot Hotel Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.  Keep the businesses 
posted of all changes. 

H Future Established regular drop 
in sessions. WhatsApp 
groups to inform 
businesses.  

Bentlea Guest House Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.  Access for pedestrians 
and cars in and out maintained.  
The sooner complete the better 
ready for next season. 

H Future Pedestrian access 
maintained at all times. 

Blossoms Guest House Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. H Future 
 

 

Caledonian Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. H Future  

Claremont Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. H Future  

Cubbon House Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.  Completing work as 
soon as possible will benefit all.  
Providing parking is allowed on 
the walkway. Or alternative 
close by. Stopping the tram at 
broadway would be a huge 
mistake. 

H Future Crossing points 
maintained in line with 
Project Charter. Free 
parking provided for 
limited periods. 
Christmas parking on 
walkway.  Side street 
access maintained in line 
with contract provisions. 

Edelweiss Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. H   
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Ellan Vannin Hotel Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.  Confirm it is a great 
Idea to stop the trams at Castle 
Mona and keen for work to 
move forward.  Delivery access 
must be maintained. 

H  Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off. 

Empress Hotel Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.  Completion before 
next season has to be an 
improvement, providing we can 
keep to it. Access for delivery’s  
must be maintained and drop 
off for taxis. 

H Future Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off.  Pedestrian 
access maintained at all 
times.  Accelerated 
programme. 

Glenfaba Guest House Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. H   

Halvard Hotel Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.  Fully support the 
proposed plans, completion 
before next season is a must, 
tram to finish at War Memorial is 
something we should strongly 
consider. No bookings this year. 

H Future Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off.  Pedestrian 
access maintained at all 
times. Accelerated 
programme. 

HQ Bar and Restaurant 
Hotel 

Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.  Access to the hotel 
for vehicles is a concern.  
Completion of side roads, (Mona 
Drive) really needs to be 
completed ASAP. 

H  Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off.   Side street 
access maintained in line 
with contract provisions. 

Inglewood Guest House Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.  Whatever it takes to 
complete before next season. 

H Future  

Monaville Guest House Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. Many guests enjoy 
the horse tram, this needs to at 
least reach the war Memorial. 

H Future 
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Regency Hotel Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. Must have taxi drop 
off at hotel.  Job has to be 
done. An early completion is 
ideal. 

H Immediate and 
Future 

Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off.  Accelerated 
programme.   

Savoy Hotel Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. H   

Seaview Guest House Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. H   

Sefton Hotel Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.   Closed doors as no 
bookings. The cultural area is a 
key part of the design and the 
trams must finish in this area at 
least. 

H Future Accelerated programme. 

SleepWell Hotels Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. H   

St Helier Hotel Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. H   

SugarLand Hotel Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. H   

Rosslyn Guest House Hotel Passing Trade Bookings. H   
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Town House Hotel Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.  No bookings and 
cancelations for 2021 already. 
Must be completed ASAP for 
business to survive.  

H Future Accelerated programme. 

Welbeck Hotel Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.  Closed and will be for 
Chritsmas.  Pleased we will be 
completing early. 

H Future Accelerated programme. 

Cunard Apartments Hotel Passing Trade Bookings.  Early completion will 
see a return to business as 
normal.  Drop off points for 
Taxis must be maintained as 
close to the business as 
possible, and at earliest road 
completion. 

H Future Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off.  Pedestrian 
access maintained at all 
times. Accelerated 
programme. 

Graylaw International Freight Business to 
Business 

Access. L  Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off.  Introduced 
return lane with loading 
bays. 

Island Express Freight Business to 
Business 

Access. L  Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off.  Introduced 
return lane with loading 
bays. 

Manx Independent 
Carriers 

Freight Business to 
Business 

Access.  No change to current 
issues.  One way would be an 
issue but less of an issue for day 
to day users. 

L  Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off.  Introduced 
return lane with loading 
bays. 

Trans Mann Ltd Freight Business to 
Business 

Access. L  Provided access for 
customer/deliveries to 
drop-off.  Introduced 
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return lane with loading 
bays. 

Elegance Taxis 
 

Freight 
 

Business to 
Business 

Access. Road is damaging vehicles.  
Completion ASAP. 

H Immediate Accelerated programme. 
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Appendix B – Pre Covid 19 Charter Appendix 
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This document explains how the seven key principles identified in the Highways Construction 
Project Charter will be applied to the Douglas Promenade Refurbishment Project. 

The Department will: 

1. Prevent noisy working adjacent to hotels or noise sensitive businesses before 9am 
unless by prior agreement with the property owners. Noisy activities are considered 
to be those that involve the use of plant or equipment operating above 85dBA. 

2. Ensure that the contractor registers with the UK Considerate Constructors Scheme. 
The Constructors Code of Considerate Practice will be displayed prominently at all 
site locations.  The Department will make sure that its contractors are working in 
accordance with the Code of Practice. The results of site inspection surveys will be 
posted on the site. 

3. Provide regular pedestrian access points across the length of the promenade at no 
more than 200 metre intervals. 

4. Regularly update disability groups with notice to changes in circumstances or 
layouts. The Department will continually liaise with Manx Blind Welfare to agree 
pedestrian management routes and seek its advice before implementing changes to 
pedestrian management routes. 

5. Minimise highway or footway reconstruction works during the summer season where 
these works will directly impact access to hotels and other seasonal businesses. For 
the purposes of the Douglas Promenade Refurbishment Project the summer season 
is defined as 1 May to 1 September. 

6. Maintain two-way traffic along the entire length of the promenade except in 
exceptional circumstances. Temporary automated signals will only be permitted for 
short duration activities. Two lanes of traffic and one lane of parking are to be 
provided whenever possible. 

7. Maximise available parking throughout the construction phase. The Department will 
not permit unnecessary suspension of parking and will not allow contractors’ vehicles 
to be parked in areas that could be made available for public parking. The 
Department will provide clear directions and signage to available parking areas and 
publicise parking through appropriate channels.  

8. Provide suitable and regular coach drop-off and pick-up locations for the summer 
tourist season in agreement with tour operators and hoteliers. 

9. Ensure that adequate bus stops are maintained during the currency of the project. 
The Department will provide bus stops at approximately 400m intervals wherever it 
is safe to do so. Temporary bus stop locations will be signposted. 

10. Provide and maintain suitable directional signage in a prominent colour to guide 
pedestrians and particularly tourists to their destination. Directional signage will be 
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reviewed daily and updated as works progress. Where required the Department will 
provide appropriate business signage in conjunction with local businesses. 

11. Operate the horse trams flexibly to accommodate the needs of residents, businesses 
and the construction sequence. The Department will reduce the operating length or 
suspend the tramway operation to avoid conflict with work sites where two lanes of 
traffic and one lane of parking cannot be maintained. 

12. Work with IOM Fire and Rescue Service to ensure safe access and egress to all 
buildings. 

13. Ensure adequate security of the sites. The Department will provide robust fencing 
and segregation to prevent accidents or injuries to the public. 

14. Carry out regular safety inspections so that the Department can be sure that high 
standards of health and safety are being achieved at all times. 

15. Provide comprehensive communications to all stakeholders through appropriate 
multimedia channels. The Department will operate a customer relationship 
management system to record complaints and customer requests.  

16. The Department will continually review and update the project’s social, economic and 
environmental impact assessments. 

17. The Department will monitor compliance with this charter at all project board 
meetings. 
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Appendix C – Post Covid 19 Charter Appendix 
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This document explains how the seven key principles identified in the Highways Construction 
Project Charter will be applied to the Douglas Promenade Refurbishment Project. 

The Department will: 

1. Prevent noisy working adjacent to hotels or noise sensitive businesses before 8am 
unless by prior agreement with the property owners. Noisy activities are considered 
to be those that involve the use of plant or equipment operating above 85dBA. 

2. Ensure that the contractor registers with the UK Considerate Constructors Scheme. 
The Constructors Code of Considerate Practice will be displayed prominently at all 
site locations.  The Department will make sure that its contractors are working in 
accordance with the Code of Practice. The results of site inspection surveys will be 
posted on the site. 

3. Provide regular pedestrian access points across the length of the promenade. 
4. Regularly update disability groups with notice to changes in circumstances or 

layouts. The Department will continually liaise with Manx Blind Welfare to agree 
pedestrian management routes and seek its advice before implementing changes to 
pedestrian management routes. 

5. The Department will provide alternative parking where it can do so to replace lost 
Promenade parking.  It will install clear directions and signage to available parking 
areas and publicise parking through appropriate channels.  

6. Provide drop off areas for businesses and residents where possible. 
7. Ensure that adequate bus stops are maintained during the currency of the project. 

The Department will provide bus stops at agreed intervals wherever it is safe to do 
so. Temporary bus stop locations will be signposted. 

8. Provide and maintain suitable directional signage in a prominent colour to guide 
pedestrians to their destination. Directional signage will be reviewed daily and 
updated as works progress. Where required the Department will provide appropriate 
business signage in conjunction with local businesses. 

9. Work with IOM Fire and Rescue Service to ensure safe access and egress to all 
buildings. 

10. Ensure adequate security of the sites. The Department will provide robust fencing 
and segregation to prevent accidents or injuries to the public. 

11. Carry out regular safety inspections so that the Department can be sure that high 
standards of health and safety are being achieved at all times. 

12. Provide comprehensive communications to all stakeholders through appropriate 
multimedia channels. The Department will operate a customer relationship 
management system to record complaints and customer requests.  
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13. The Department will continually review and update the project’s social, economic and 
environmental impact assessments. 

14. The Department will monitor compliance with this charter at all project board 
meetings. 
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